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14+

90 min.

2-5 players

Ankh: Gods of Egypt Pantheon Expansion

Ancient Egypt was full of different gods that the people 
prayed to, offering up gifts and devotion. This made the 
gods strong. But as time has gone on, the offerings and 
prayers have waned, moving towards fewer gods. As 
the whims of mankind change, the power of the gods
wanes. In the end, only one will remain.

The Pantheon expansion for Ankh offers players five 
more gods to choose from when starting a game. Set, 
Bastet, Hathor, Horus, and Toth come complete with 
their own warriors, dashboards, ankh tokens, and more. 
Each god has their own unique power that they will 
bring to the battlefields of Egypt where only one god 
will reign supreme in the end.

• Highly Detailed Figures - The five 
gods and their warriors are all 
represented on the table by highly 
detailed miniature figures.

• Dashboards and Tokens Included -
These gods are ready to add to 
games of Ankh right out of the 
box, complete with god 
dashboards, tokens, battle cards, 
and color bases.

• New Options - With each having 
their own unique god power, 
players will have plenty of new 
options for who they want to 
wage a war of devotion in ancient 
Egypt.

1 Rules Leaflet, 35 Plastic Miniatures, 20 Plastic Bases, 5 Plastic Ankh 
Tokens, 75 Ankh Tokens, 3 Bastet Cat Tokens, 2 Eye of Horus Tokens 5 
God Dashboards, 35 Battle Cards, 5 Joined God Dashboards

ANK002

$59.99

China

889696012173

12.5 x 12.5 x 2.75 in.

3 lbs. 19.75 lbs.

6

14.25 x 14.25 x 18.25 in.


